Equipment List - CS3

CS3: Equipment List

Mixing / Controllers

- Neve Genesys Black 48
- Ableton Push

Monitoring

- Genelec 8250A 5.1 Surround System
- Focal Trio
- Auratone Sound Cube

Sound Card

- MADI Interface into Neve

Computing / Multitrack

- Apple Mac, running:
  - Logic X
  - Protools
  - Native Instruments Komplete
  - IRCAM
  - Altiverb
  - VSL Sound Cube (full version)
  - Max MSP
  - Ableton Live & Max for Live

Microphones Available by Request:

- Neumann U87 x 2
- Pair Aston Spirit
- Neumann TLM67
- AEA R88 Mk2
- Soundfield ST450
- Coles 4038 (matched pair)
- Pair AKG 414s x 2
- Pair Neumann 184s
- 4 x Studio Projects C3s
- 3 x Neumann KMI Omnis
- Soundfield ST450
- AKG C542 BL Boundary Mic
- 2 x sets Soundman (in-ear) binaural Mics
- Shure SM57s and 58s
- Audix - D6, D2 (x2), D4 and i5